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It’s no surprise that Cary McGehee’s career revolves around civil
rights.
Her father is retired Michigan
Episcopal Bishop H. Coleman
McGehee, who was a prominent civil rights and social justice leader,
and was assistant attorney general
of Virginia.
“From a young age, he and my mother
instilled in me the importance of equal
rights and treatment,” McGehee said.
“They were very active in the Poor People’s March [on May 12, 1968]. We lived
in Virginia at the time, and they
marched with Dr. Martin Luther King in
D.C.
“Through my father’s work, it was always emphasized the importance of not
only knowing and standing up for your
rights, but really protecting and fighting
for those who lack social and economic
power to do so for themselves.”
That she has done, tackling discrimination, harassment and retaliation
claims at Pitt, McGehee, Palmer, Rivers
& Golden PC, which she co-founded two
decades ago with Michael Pitt, who
McGehee cited as her legal mentor.
Two of her other legal heroes are plaintiff’s employment lawyer Kathleen Bogas
and civil rights/prisoner’s rights attorney
Deborah LaBelle, the latter of whom
McGehee got to work with on the landmark Neal v. Michigan Dept. of Corrections case.
In Neal, more than 500 women prisoners asserted they were sexually harassed
and assaulted by guards, starting around

1991. LaBelle and Pitt filed
suit, and McGehee was on
the case for eight of its 13
years. “It was a struggle, because the state would appeal every decision, and it
became such a monster,”
McGehee said.
Because there were hundreds of plaintiffs with outstanding claims from different women’s prisons, groups
of up to 10 plaintiffs had to
be tried at a time. After the
initial February 2008 Neal
trial, she was asked by LaBelle to try the
second case for eight class members.
McGehee said she was overwhelmed
by that, adding, “I felt so honored, because that was her baby.”
One highlight of that trial was an expert psychologist being retained by state
and opining in an evaluation that the
women had been psychologically damaged. The state didn’t call him, but the
plaintiffs did, and McGehee said that
weighed heavily on the jury.
All the prisoner suits ended up settling
in July 2009 for $100 million.
McGehee is chair of the Michigan

Coalition for Human Rights, the organization for which her father was a
founder. It provides educational programming on local, national and international human rights issues. She also
formed her firm’s Community Service
Program, which provides paid time off
for attorneys and staff to perform volunteer work for local nonprofit organizations.
She said her life’s purpose is simple: “I
enjoy fighting for people who are not going to do it for themselves.”
— DOUGLAS J. LEVY
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